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Compared to other states, California went its own way on energy policy in the 70s and ever 
since, its per capita electric energy growth has been flat.  Along the way, new building and 
appliance standards marked a path of continued attention to energy efficiency that reduced 
electric demand.  Significant interest for and statutory improvements in energy use policy have 
continued—beyond the well-known Title-24 codes  that appear so commonly, even down to 1

their mention on the packaging of lamps sold at retail.

Against those decades of success, what’s different (today) is that California now has a greater 
number of policy demands from newer statutes, regulations, and executive orders.  The 
buildings of the future will be pushed to much higher efficiency while removing their 
contribution to atmospheric carbon—as required by Assembly Bill 32,  and as a defense 2

against accelerated climate change.

• AB 32 demands 1990 carbon dioxide levels by the year 2020.
• All new residential buildings will be zero net energy by 2020.
• All new commercial construction will be zero net energy by 2030.
• 50% of new state buildings’ design will be zero net energy by 2020.
• All new state-owned buildings and and major renovations [for 1,700 existing]  shall 3

start with a zero net energy design paradigm.
• State agencies will strive toward zero net energy in 50% of existing buildings by 2025.

These goals represent a massive expansion of energy policy that requires lowered electricity 
and gas consumption (efficiency) as well as reduced greenhouse gas output.  BUT TITLE-24 
STILL MANDATES THE USE OF NATURAL GAS WHERE IT IS AVAILABLE.  The goals are  
ambitious enough to cause one to wonder whether their achievement is possible.  In part, that 
achievement is determined by how one defines zero net energy (ZNE).  If we must also 
achieve AB 32 goals on carbon dioxide reduction by 2020, why keep meeting our thermal 
loads with natural gas instead of other renewables in all building types?

 http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/1

 http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/ab32/ab32.htm2

 Presentation by Tom Piette, California Department of General Services at the New Buildings Institute ZNE 3

Planning Workshop held 5-14-14, Sacramento, CA.
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Why aren’t there two million geothermal heat pump installations
in California, ALREADY?

Title-24 mandates the use of natural gas where it is available.
Why should we satisfy AB 32 the hard way?

http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/ab32/ab32.htm


ZNE DEFINITIONS
The definition of this important term varies throughout the United States, not just in a semantic  
way, but by a delineation of which resource is being reduced to net zero.  Often, this 
phenomenon refers only to zero net electricity consumption over a full year.  The term ZNE  4

links a fairly specific word string with a discreet quantity (zero, not some), an isolating 
comparison (net, not gross), and the subject matter for these quantitative terms (energy, 
commonly understood in this regulatory environment to be thermal or electric).
 
Example A-

Proposed Energy Commission, Public Utility Commission staff definition
 “A Zero Net Energy (ZNE) Code Building is one where the societal value of the 
amount of energy provided by on-site renewable energy sources is equal to the 
value of the energy consumed by the building annually at the level of a single 
“project” seeking development entitlements and building code permits, measured 
using the California Energy Commission’s Time Dependent Valuation  (TDV) metric. 5

A ZNE Code Building meets Energy Use Intensity (EUIs) by building type and 6

climate zone that reflect best practices for highly efficient buildings.”  

Example A is clearly talking about future buildings, their efficiency, and codes to achieve the 
state’s established goals.  But “A” gets foggy when it incorporates additional information that is 
intended for non-residential buildings or that weakens the clarity of the ZNE paradigm.  Codes 
directly affect builders and (indirectly) the consumers who purchase their products.  Money 
(represented as cost) is the common denominator for both parties.  Code compliance is a 
straightforward action that suggests tighter codes will equal a greater first cost passed on to 
the consumer.  The presumption (backed by research, demonstration projects, and a decades-
long regulatory record) is that life cycle cost will be markedly lower in exchange for higher first 
cost.

Laws are passed to establish regulation, which will yield future codes.  And compliance to such 
codes is the core motivation in public policy campaigns.  But in this case, the definition in 
Example “A” goes beyond the individual building’s territory and use, and into the well-being of 
the grid, which is not a direct cost/interest of the code compliant builder or building occupant.  
TDV or EUI belong in rate relief hearings and strategic capacity planning for the utilities with 
the PUC,  similar to other cost burdens borne by them as a result of their customers’ use 7

quantities and time patterns.  

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zero-energy_building4

 http://www.eceee.org/library/conference_proceedings/ACEEE_buildings/2000/Panel_8/p8_95

 http://www.energystar.gov/buildings/facility-owners-and-managers/existing-buildings/use-portfolio-manager/6

understand-metrics/what-energy

 California Public Utilities Commission  http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/puc/7
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It should be acknowledged that increasing amounts of renewable electricity headed for the grid 
when demand is too low can force the use of curtailment  to protect grid infrastructure.  Any 8

frequency of this necessity would “blow-up” the financial metrics of renewable electricity 
investments because the intermittency of such renewable generation would actually increase.  
This renders investments less enticing and payment for capacity less consistent.  There are 
possibilities (not yet mature) to fight the need for curtailment such as electric storage, electric 
vehicle charging, electrolysis of water to concentrate hydrogen fuel stock, etc.  These are 
covered in a separate section of this paper.

The buildings we complete and the occupants’ use of them will outlive any rate design.  There 
is already enough complexity in the planning, permitting, construction, and inspection 
processes for builders and occupants.  Clear regulations for envelope, appliance, HVAC, and 
the building’s energy budget should be maintained as concise and limited, and exotic math 
inclusions such as TDV and EUI paradigms should be saved for the rate setting venue and for 
modifications to electric utility infrastructure.

If we want an outcome (from builders and consumers) on the high side of the range between 
compliance versus enthusiasm for energy policy and codes, we need to keep it as simple and 
as straightforward as possible.  In that light, the following definition is not perfect, either, but it’s 
an improvement over Example “A” and is more easily understood by the general public (the 
group from whom we seek compliance). 

Example B- 
Proposed California Geothermal Heat Pump Association definition

 “A Zero Net Energy (ZNE) Code Building is one where the actual energy produced 
on-site through renewables is equal to the building's energy use over an entire year.  
The grid and the ground serve as our electric and thermal batteries, and no carbon-
based fuels need be pumped, trucked, leaked, or combusted." 

Example “B” more closely matches the previous discussion of ZNE’s definition:  (zero, not 
some), (net, not gross), and (energy, commonly understood in this regulatory environment to 
be thermal or electric).

The other terms used in this definition (renewable, yearly building use, the grid, battery, and 
carbon-based) are all increasingly understood by the public in an energy context.  For 
residential buildings, the application of these items is at home, where it presumably can reduce 
or eliminate annual energy costs.  Consumers understand the direct linkage between monthly 
bills and their bank balances.  If the codes go well beyond California’s past Title-24 record of 
efficiency and operating cost reduction—then another barrier will have been breached.  The 
consumer knows she/he will benefit monetarily in the long run while enjoying greater interior 
comfort for his entire occupancy.

 Action (to halt renewable electricity grid contribution) required by the phenomenon of “The Duck Curve,” from 8

California ISO Demand Response Energy Efficiency Roadmap, Dec. 2013, referenced at the UC Davis Energy 
Institute Policy Forum Series, “Beyond 33%: California’s Renewable Energy Future…” Sacramento, 10-17-14.
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Beyond this cost relationship, the builder and her/his consumer are not interested in societal 
values, time dependent valuation or energy use intensity.  Those are social and infrastructure 
goals well beyond the builder/consumer relationship.  This remains true unless utilities 
introduce the principle of demand metering and/or expanded time-of-use pricing into their 
residential rates.  True, time-of-day use and electric peak pricing exists at present, but they are 
not built on instantaneous or short-term demand, and there is no demand response structure 
for consumers save the long-time air conditioning “Peak Corps.”  While utilities may end up 
charging for TDV or EUI elements at some point, there is not yet a direct, monetary association 
between them and the builder/consumer community.  EUI by building class is known, so 
perhaps rates are the best way to incentivize reductions in total energy use as well as lowering 
short term demand spikes that could reach the grid. 

There is not yet a monetary incentivized pathway for the designer, builder, and client for TDV 
or EUI—only the notion of an obscure construct underlying a future policy or rate structure.  At 
least one California utility (PG&E) is giving away free devices for SmartRate customers to be 
able to instantly view their Smart Meter’s output and to obtain use and cost information with a 
Home Area Network (HAN)  device more quickly than the utility’s web site can show a delayed 9

display of monthly, daily, or hourly use.  It may be premature to build stretch codes based in 
part on TDV or EUI until customer response to the self-monitoring of their own usage is 
measured and more widely understood in residential and commercial buildings.

While such consumer experimentation may seem off-target, consider the irony.  Our codes are 
attempting to forecast how a particular building could potentially perform. The user and his 
habits can unwind much of the potential of the “model.”  “Teenage showers” or lodging guests‘ 
lack of conservation with hot water or HVAC use are well understood.  Voluntary self-
monitoring is a powerful concept for energy use reduction that has been around since the 
1980s.  Continuing to incentivize it with rate tiers and time-of-day pricing could do more than 
constructing the near-perfect building that is occupied but operated poorly.
 
As codes designed to comply with new regulations become adopted and experienced, 
something else could happen.  For example, fewer people will remember (or tolerate a return 
to) the short-lived, heat-generating and lower lumen output of the incandescent light bulb, or 
the doubled or tripled consumption of the pre-1993 refrigerator compared to today’s models.  
Today’s electric baseline and tiered rates just won’t make that kind of waste easy.  Just about 
everyone is now understanding that electric energy conservation is important, and it provides 
the potential for individuals to choose their own path to control energy costs.

PATHWAYS TO ZERO NET ENERGY (ZNE)
As available time dwindles before the next big code hurdles in 2020, and those beyond, we 
have to wonder whether business and consumer actions are being taken to achieve these 
goals.  It can certainly be said with confidence that if nothing in the building community 
changes, we will be no closer to those goals in 2020 than we are today.

The New York Times’ Thomas Friedman likes to talk about “price point signals” in his 
discussions of consumer behavior and their willingness to make a change, acquire new 

 http://www.pge.com/myhome/saveenergymoney/energysavingprograms/hanpilot/9
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equipment, or demonstrate to manufacturers  that demand for alternate equipment is ready 10

and waiting.  We are still far from such a price point signal.  To date, the vast majority of 
American citizens are likely to believe that natural gas is an acceptably clean alternative to oil 
and coal, that the Keystone XL pipeline will raise net domestic oil supplies (thus driving down 
gasoline prices) and that renewable energy resources are still a too expensive, semi-novelty, 
driven only by the ideology of zealots.  All three beliefs are unfounded and all three are 
influenced by an extremely effective lobbying/public relations effort to preserve those beliefs, 
even in the face of contrasting evidence.  Late-stage deniers still outnumber early adopters.

Friedman is probably correct about his critical “price point” thinking in that consumers or 
business owners may mostly be receptive to alternatives to the status quo when their 
pocketbooks ache enough.  This might cause the cognitive dissonance necessary to drive a 
personal search for truth other than that offered by the fossil lobby.

The chicken-egg energy conundrum [which comes first, the regulation or the market?] was 
settled in California decades ago in deference to the need for reduced growth in electric 
generation and more recently with the intended super-charging of building codes to reduce 
energy consumption.  There has been a superb, nationwide effort for a Renewable Portfolio 
Standard  (RPS)  for electric generation.  California’s commitment to its RPS (at 33% 11

renewable electricity by 2020) is among the strongest, and that’s not counting a significant 
renewable component of large scale hydro (about 17% in non-drought conditions of 2010) not 
counted in the RPS calculation.  But for ZNE deployment, is California AWOL?

Since 66% of the energy used in single family homes  is for space conditioning and water 12

heating, it is appropriate that stronger building codes (and stretch codes) are being built to 
reach all those efficiency and greenhouse gas goals by 2020.  But this is the regulatory effort.  
What’s going on where the rubber meets the road of residential construction’s design, 
equipment selection, fuel selection, renewable systems, and demonstrated compliance?

Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases will probably never be totally eliminated from 
reaching the atmosphere.  We’re going to need liquid fossil fuels for planes, trains, ocean-
going ships, lubricants, synthetic rubber, plastics, chemicals, and medications for many years 
to come.  Windmills, solar panels, and batteries will not be able to power trucking and 
commercial aircraft.  But at least it would be very helpful to knock down the use of fossil-
combusted fuels for thermal loads in homes and buildings.  This is where the new codes are 
taking us—an appropriate direction that will protect the grid from more rapid expansion and 
cost, and that outcome will delay the climate-changing contribution of greenhouse gases.  If/
when we fully deploy a REAL ZNE strategy, we will have produced an exportable policy and 
product for the rest of the world.  Nothing should slow this effort, but it is being slowed.

 Friedman, Thomas L., Hot, Flat, and Crowded, p.250, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New York, 200810

 http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/Renewables/11

 U.S. Energy Information Administration, 201412
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EQUIPMENT CHOICES FOR CARBONLESS ZNE COMPLIANCE
Let’s take a look at the “equipment” technology available today that could help provide 
carbonless ZNE on the residential or commercial building front.  The entrants are solar 
thermal,  solar PV,  wind,  air source heat pumps  and geothermal heat pumps.   They all 13 14 15 16 17

tap a permanently renewable resource; we only need to access their harvest of the available 
thermal or electric energy.  [“Hot rock,” deep bore, steam-based geothermal is also a 
renewable carbonless generator of electricity but it is location specific, large scale, centralized, 
and therefore not suitable at individual building sites.]  [Electric resistance heating has been 
out of compliance with Title-24 for some time and doesn’t deserve mention as a carbonless 
alternative in any California climate zone.]  

Solar thermal—
If it’s used for domestic hot water production, this technology works best on repetitive near-
daily loads for the greatest efficiency.  It’s been encouraged in California since the 70s, and 
has a strong record.  One caution though.  If today’s and yesterday’s gains are unused, 
tomorrow your system won’t be commanded to capture more thermal energy for the storage  
tank—meaning, we use it or lose it.  Load intermittency results in a greater fraction of “back-
up” energy needed over a year’s use, thus lowering the efficiency.  Shade or snow cover hurts 
production, and not all locations are free of either.  The industry is mature, stable, and has 
been incorporated into residential building practice.

Solar PV (photovoltaic)—
Originally a bit exotic compared to solar thermal, it’s now greatly improved with better wattage 
capture per square foot, advanced inverters and tracking potential.  Thanks to California’s net 
metering law in 1985, it has been widely adopted and is well understood by consumers, in part 
because it is so visible and common.  The AC (alternating current) output doesn’t need an 
immediate, connected load to benefit, since Kilowatthours can be “banked” by feeding back 
through the meter to the utility’s grid.  This is the phenomenon that makes ZNE more possible
—generation of a cumulative electrical surplus to balance annual usage toward net zero.  The 
variety of deployment styles and locations around residences is more flexible than solar 
thermal.  Again, shade or snow cover hurts production.  The industry is maturing, expanding, 
and has been incorporated mostly into the residential retrofit market, but it is growing in the 
new residential market.  Customers welcome it, and lenders are getting more comfortable with 
the higher first cost.  It might be said that solar PV provides much of the “sizzle” that sells the 
energy retrofit “steak.”  Solar PV installing companies have become big business in California.  
Solar City it the largest of over 150 companies recognized by the California Energy 
Commission as installers.

 http://www.solar-is-future.com/solar-energy-source/how-solar-thermal-energy-works/heat-from-light/13

 http://www.nrel.gov/learning/re_photovoltaics.html14

 http://www.edfenergy.com/energyfuture/generation-wind15

 http://energy.gov/energysaver/articles/air-source-heat-pumps16

 http://energy.gov/energysaver/articles/geothermal-heat-pumps17
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Wind Turbines—
Turbines at homes or small commercial business are uncommon because of too little wind 
potential and too many vegetative and structure obstacles common to neighborhoods of 
average urban density.  Only tall poles or towers can get up high enough to beat most 
turbulence, and at such heights they begin to become eyesores (for some).  They are more 
intermittent net providers than solar collection, but they maintain the opportunity to feed back 
into the grid when the building load allows an electrical surplus to be exported.  Sometimes, 
their sound footprint or visual appearance are not tolerated as well as silent, motionless solar 
deployments.

Air source heat pump—
ASHPs extract heat from the air for heating and reverse their process to reject heat to the air 
for their cooling.  They usually drive a ducted air circuit inside the house.  Depending on local 
climate, they transfer over three units of heat for every unit of electrical energy consumed 
(Heating Coefficients of Performance, COP) of 3.0+ are possible at the standard high test 
temperature of 47.5° but their COP deteriorates by at least half at the low test temperature 
standard of 17°F).  But in nearly all California locations (and certainly in areas with high 
population density, they can do very well.  

ASHPs are a mature technology with a seasoned and experienced workforce, because their 
installation is nearly identical to a common furnace/AC unit.  Variable-speed compressors have 
made their performance even better.  Consumer acceptance is not a problem (the continuation 
of thermostatic living) but a consumer’s misunderstanding of the ASHP poor practice of heating 
“set-back” can quickly degrade potential efficiency.  Though the seasonal heating/cooling 
measures of ASHP efficiency (SEER and HSPF) are reflective of the climate where this 
equipment might be located, they often do not fully express the challenges of the situation.  

Outdoor air accessible to the evaporator-condenser of the ASHP is a movable mass which as 
a heat source or sink is not at a consistent temperature.  Extracting and moving heat indoors 
during cold periods (when envelope losses must be replaced) happens at the time of coldest 
outside air temperature, when more defrost cycles for the outdoor coil are necessary.  
Conversely, cooling is required just after the envelope has lost its ability to resist heat 
penetration—a time when outside temperatures are much higher than a few hours earlier.  
There is no storage component available for ASHPs to mitigate this phenomenon, so they 
suffer significant efficiency losses due to varied outside air temperatures.

Geothermal heat pump— 
The GHP extracts heat from underground for heating and like all heat pumps, reverses its 
refrigerant circuit to reject heat to underground for cooling.  It usually drives a ducted air circuit 
inside the house but can be ordered for hydronic delivery, and there are combo units that can 
alternate both functions.  Based on an appropriately engineered ground loop for the heating/
cooling loads, GHPs transfer up to five units of thermal energy for every unit of electrical 
energy they consume (COPs = 4.4-to-5+ and EERs = 30).

The critical difference between the GHP and the ASHP is that underground temperature at up 
to twenty foot depth varies far less than air temperatures, making GHP efficiency steady 
throughout the day or night, and across the seasons.  For vertical, grouted geothermal 
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boreholes at 150-400 feet, the 
surrounding soil temperature never 
varies below that 20’ depth.  This is 
a helpful efficiency preserver in the 
hottest or coldest times of day or the 
most extreme seasonal climates.  
The ground loop is therefore much 
more efficient at transferring heat 
from/to soil instead of the ASHP’s 
from/to air, not only because of 
steady underground temperatures, 
but because ground loops are fluid-
filled; and at 3,000 times the density 
of an outdoor air mass, they do a 
better job of heat exchange with the 
heat pump’s refrigerant using less 
electricity than ASHPs.  Since close 

to 48% of incident solar radiation is 
converted to thermal energy when striking (and then penetrating the ground), the thermal 
energy is “salted away” in the dense medium of underground soil in contrast to the diurnal shift 
of air temperature from high-to-low and back again.  The dryer the climate, the greater the 
temperature swing.  [For example, Quincy, California regularly experiences several days in 
May and September with swings breaking 50°F from lows-to-highs.]

Another difference from ASHPs is that GHPs with a de-superheater can heat domestic hot 
water whenever they run.  Output varies with unit tonnage, but a 3-ton unit will produce 3,000 
Btu per running hour into hot water storage.  In summer cooling, this energy is free while the 
GHP runs.  In winter heating, this portion of the heat output is scavenged as a first contribution 
from the compressor’s outgoing hot gas (which subtracts from the air circuit’s potential Btus).  
But such hot water comes from a COP of 4.4-to-5, so the unit will just run a bit longer to satisfy 
a thermostat.  Water pre-heated in this way is far cheaper than when heated by electrical 
resistance.  If the GHP is heating with a COP of 4.0, then hot water pre-heat is only 25% of the 
cost that heating the same amount of water with electrical resistance would be (COP=1).  
1 ÷ 4 = .25 or 25%  In my own home, care and caution with design/construction of my 
horizontal ground loop produces higher than nameplate entering water temperatures (EWTs) 
and it thus delivers a COP of 5.0.

GHPs are recognized by the EPA as the most efficient HVAC equipment available.  And they 
draw up to .7KW/ton less power than standard A/C or ASHPs during critical summer electrical 
peaks.   GHPs will last much longer than ASHP equipment because none of the components 18

reside above ground, outdoors.  While neither of these facts affect efficiency at the duct 
register or the electric meter for GHP-equipped buildings, they do lower utility requirements 
during grid demand peaks and avoid more frequent replacement, saving raw material, 
transport, and recycling costs for new equipment (a reduced social cost on both counts).  
Because a GHP taps an underground seasonal solar collector, it is immune to reduced 
performance due to night time, cloudiness, snow cover, cold or extremely hot ambient air 

 Testing done by Oklahoma Gas & Electric, reported at GHP training at Oklahoma State University in 201218
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temperatures.  It’s a 24 / 7 / 365 thermal resource with the highest efficiency among all 
mechanical HVAC equipment.

GHPs are a mature technology that has been installed worldwide since the mid-70s.  They are 
found more commonly outside of California, which seems unusual considering our energy 
technology history.  A 2010 study by Oak Ridge National Laboratory  found that GHP retrofits 19

of conventional systems would reduce energy use, peak electrical demand, consumer billings, 
and reduce CO2 emissions by a cumulative average of nearly 50%.  All of this was achieved 
without any other building improvements, first.

Equipment Choice (Summary)—
All of the equipment featured above operates without carbon (and the future grid will be 
increasingly powered without it).  If the accepted definition for ZNE in California conforms to a 
carbonless building that secures its annual energy needs only from on-site—then the list above 
constitutes all the currently available compliance tool set for mechanically heated and cooled 
future buildings. Fuel cells running on transported hydrogen could generate electricity without 
carbon, but it costs energy to isolate hydrogen and transport it to a building site.  This gas itself 
is not renewable but is recyclable, whereas the GHP equipment’s renewable resource is 
collected only from thermal energy on-site that is seasonally replenished.  GHPs are the only 
equipment that can use (increasingly RPS renewable) electricity to provide up to five thermal 
units of heat transfer for every electrical unit consumed.  No other HVAC equipment is capable 
of this kind of thermal leverage (of a renewable source, no less).

With this kind of leverage (efficiency), and when partnering with on-site solar PV, GHPs are the 
only way a home can get to REAL ZNE, thus reducing demand on grid resources and stopping 
residential carbon emissions in their tracks.  Both technologies are mature and non-
experimental.  The ZNE goal is just a few years out.  All it takes are follow-through regulations 
that accelerate such installations. 

What the California Energy Commission Says—
“Geothermal  heat  pumps  typically  result  in  significant  energy  efficiency  gains  over 
conventional building space conditioning and domestic hot water and have proven to work 
well with other renewable resource applications such as photovoltaic systems and solar hot 
water. Geothermal heat pumps have existed in the United States for more than 50 years.”  20

What the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Says—
“The United States was the world leader in GHP technology and market development from the 
1980s to the early 2000s, but today GHP shipments in Europe are believed to be 135,000 to 
190,000 units annually compared to 60,000 in the United States. Rapid market growth is also 
reported in Asia, especially China and South Korea, owing to supportive government policies, 

 http://www.energy.ca.gov/2013_energypolicy/documents/2013-03-21_workshop/background/19

Liu_GSHP_Report_8-30-2010.pdf

 From the Executive Summary, p.1 California Energy Commission, Efficiency Division, Building Standards 20

Office. 2013. Geothermal Heat Pump and Ground Loop Technologies. California Energy Commission. 
Publication Number: CEC-400-2014-019. 
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including GHPs being highlighted at the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. The Canadians are 
also reporting strong growth in recent years, with grant programs in place at the federal level 
and other levels in some cases. In terms of the installed base of GHPs, the United States still 
has  the  largest  absolute  number,  but  on  a  per  capita  basis  many  European countries  are 
ahead.”21

What the University of California, Davis Says—
“The study  designed a GHP system for a standard model home in each of the 16 22

California climate zones, then carried out a comparison between the total energy 
consumption of a conventional HVAC versus that of a GHP system. The results were 
used to compare the estimated energy use, carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfur 
dioxides, and the displacement of natural gas by climate zone. 

The results showed that significant reductions in energy and natural gas demand and 
emissions would result in 15 of the 16 climate zones (see Fig. 2). The magnitude of 
the savings in energy use and emissions (between about 20 and 70 percent) indicated 
that broad deployment of these highly efficient systems could dramatically reduce 
energy consumption and atmospheric emissions statewide.” 

 Hughes, Patrick J., 2008 Geothermal (Ground Source) Heat Pumps: Market Status, Barriers to Adoption, and 21

Actions to Overcome Barriers, p.34 (Conclusions) Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN.

 Glassley, Asquith, Lance & Brown  www.energy.ca.gov/2014publications/CEC-500-2014-060/22

CEC-500-2014-060.pdf
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In this California Energy Commission-sponsored, 2014 study, UC Davis found beneficial 
results everywhere but the hot desert around El Centro, CA, but it would be interesting to see 
the study if it included heat pump de-superheaters’ contribution to hot water pre-heating 
chores.  Lots of hot water could be made during all those cooling hours of run time.

It appears that geothermal heat pumps are a proven means to handle residential heating/
cooling without carbon emissions at significantly reduced electric load, and the study included 
this statement in its conclusions:

“Although non-power generating energy technologies do not directly support 
renewable portfolio standard (RPS) goals, anything that reduces demand lowers RPS 
goals.” 

What the CEC-funded Project Negatherm Concluded—
In a 2011 study for the California Energy Commission, Project Negatherm  said, 23

“…key findings reveal a consistent message of undeserved obscurity and inadvertent 
barriers for ground source heat pumps. The ground source heat pump market has 
grown, although heat pumps have not yet had the impact on the space conditioning 
market that the U.S. EPA envisioned in 1993.” 

“Currently, all regulations for ground source heat pump boreholes are tied to water 
wells and they are treated the same. Ground source heat pump reform would begin 
with the recognition that a closed-loop borehole is not a water well. Closed-loop bores 

 Murphy, et al http://www.energy.ca.gov/2011publications/CEC-500-2011-025/CEC-500-2011-025.pdf23
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are drilled, a high-density polyethylene plastic u-bend tube is put in place, and then 
the hole is immediately grouted.” 

“California is currently the home to 12.1 percent of the country’s population, 
represents only 2.3 percent of ground source heat pump activity…”  

Challenges Continue, Despite Passage of 2012‘s AB 2339—
The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) (draft) regulations  are now 15 24

years old.  They were written in 1999 as standards for “Geothermal Heat Exchange 
Wells” and have never been finalized.  Unfortunately, the water well citation within them, 
along with other recommendations for a C-57 water well contractor’s license have 
produced a hodge-podge of requirements among the state’s 58 county jurisdictions.  
GHP professionals have been dealing with officials who operate tentatively, slowly, and 
ultra-conservatively in many instances.  Permitting is compromised.  It varies in cost and 
method between jurisdictions for the same project specs, and drilling contractor 
expansion has been difficult when only those who already produce water wells are 
qualified to drill.

The water well characterization has its roots in the DWR’s interest in preventing cross-
contamination between aquifers at varying depths.  Since 2013, a Stakeholder’s 
Advisory Group (SAG), including the geothermal HVAC industry has been meeting with 
this agency to participate in crafting the permanent regulations.  At this time, DWR has 
made itself clear that it will require grout spacing specifications for geo boreholes that 
have never been perfected or verified, anywhere.  Though no documented case of 
aquifer contamination by grouted geothermal boreholes or shallower horizontal loops 
exists, DWR’s expressed intent is to stand by these requirements, and also consider 
adoption of a related version for horizontal loops within 20 feet of the surface.

If adopted, these regulations promise to continue slowing the penetration of GHPs in 
California.  They could even kill the industry entirely.  And this comes from an agency 
with a 15-year set of draft regulations for GHPs, who ignores the overwhelming 
regulatory comfort with GHPs in the remainder of the country, and who has 
demonstrated no interest whatsoever in multi-million gallons per well of fracking fluid 
cocktails injected underground at high pressure and stored at the surface in non-
regulated holding ponds.  The case should be made to the agency is that its anticipated 
severe restrictions for geothermal ground loop permitting represent a solution in search 
of a problem.  To the question of “Why?” the agency answers that it will “feel better” 
about heat exchange loops in such a configuration.

In DWR’s thinking, their interest is to treat the top 20 feet outside of casing and against 
the borehole with neat cement and to cap a wider diameter near the ground surface (in 
a sort of mushroom configuration).  It’s being advanced by a number of local building 
departments.  They require that the top 20 feet of a borehole be filled not with grout, but 
with cement.  The missing understanding here is that grout expands by 5-to-12% 

 http://www.water.ca.gov/groundwater/well_info_and_other/california_well_standards/24

geothermal_heat_exchange_wells.pdf
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against the borehole wall as it cures, whereas concrete shrinks.  The former provides 
much greater protection against cross-contamination along the borehole wall than does 
the latter.

What the California Energy Commission Says—
(In CEC-400-2014-019, July 2014  
“Geothermal Heat Pump and Ground Loop Technologies”) 

p3-4 Cost and Accounting for Geothermal Heat Pump Benefits 
“High initial cost is another barrier to the widespread adoption of geothermal heat 
pump technology and the industry suggests that California’s tiered electricity rates 
further increase operating cost. Tiered electricity rates are structured so that 
consumers pay a higher rate for electricity usage over a baseline amount each month. 
Although geothermal heat pumps reduce total energy use, compared to standard 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems, these rates can be unfavorable to 
consumers using geothermal heat pumps because they are all electric and, therefore, 
consume more electricity annually than standard heating, ventilation, and air 
conditioning systems consuming both electricity and natural gas. This tiered structure, 
along with the relatively low price of natural gas, can lead to a long payback period for 
geothermal heat pump systems. The industry proposes developing a special tiered 
rate for installed geothermal heat pumps.” 

p7 “From a public health and safety perspective, the grout renders the borehole safe 
from accidents, prevents the cross-contamination of underground aquifers (of which 
there may be several), and protects underground aquifers from contamination from 
above-ground water use (which may include pesticides and other poisons).”

p8 “The California Building Energy Efficiency Standards require that most buildings 
be modeled to demonstrate compliance tradeoffs that are allowed within the 
standards.  Energy Commission staff and the GHP industry generally agree that these 
models do not accurately represent the efficiency of GHP systems.  This creates an 
unintended barrier to the industry because the model does not sufficiently estimate 
GHP energy consumption to allow for direct comparison to the energy consumption of 
conventional heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.”

THE ISSUE OF RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY “CURTAILMENT”
Up till now it would seem that all the renewably generated electricity we could get would be 
desirable.  Anyone can witness the explosion of rooftop and ground array solar PV, and 
commercial wind turbines in California.  There are hundreds of organized PV installing 
companies chasing residential and commercial installation contracts.  High-use residential 
consumers are loving the opportunity to shave the former effect of the upper rate tiers from 
their bills by embracing NEM (net energy metering).  Commercial solar electric generators of 
varying types are contributing to the grid, sometimes from far-away desert locations via high 
voltage lines.
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While the contribution by wind energy is less predictable than solar production, it is probably 
becoming more predictable by analysis reviewing regional temperature differences, daily 
temperature differences, weather front passage, and the like.  Still, it is more fickle than we’d 
like, but offshore wind is a significant resource.  Solar’s contribution is more predictable, and 
unless we’re talking commercial solar thermal collection with its storage component, PV 
contribution can be predicted by the solar clock, barring weather-related cloudiness or rain.

We have two challenges to the grid’s health.  First, is that the current regional or long distance 
electric carrying capacity can take only so many Gigawatts (GW) per hour.  So when it’s 
daytime on our deserts and the wind is blowing hard, there are two renewable components 
(wind and solar) that must make the trip to population centers (where the electron users live 
and work).  Building more high-voltage, long-distance power lines for intermittent peaks of 
generation is an inefficiency and a rate-payer expense.  Solar collection on most of the roofs 
where those electron users live and work would utilize local, existing transmission 
infrastructure much better, though sometimes we cannot arrange a perfect blend.

The second problem is that as renewable electricity production grows with its inherent 
intermittency or inflexible production (residential/commercial wind and solar) we are right back 

in the peak shaving 
business.  This 
phenomenon was 
displayed by the 
C a l i f o r n i a 
I n d e p e n d e n t 
System Operator 
(CAISO) in 2013, 
and has become 
known as the “Duck 
Curve.”  Ours and 
many other states 
a r e c h a s i n g 
r e n e w a b l e 
(electricity) portfolio 
standards (RPS) 
t h a t c l a m o r f o r 
additional amounts 
o f r e n e w a b l e 
electr ici ty in the 
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future.  California is scheduled to reach a level of 33% renewable electricity by the year 2020.  
Even before we get there, CAISO’s duck curve represents a challenge that will only grow as 
we go beyond 33%.  This illustrated spring period is the worst case of the Duck in the grid’s 
operating year.

As renewable electricity’s contribution to the grid becomes a higher percentage, the grid’s 
“ramp-up” need becomes more challenging within a shorter time span.  As renewables wane in 
contribution after 4pm and consumption zooms toward a 9pm peak, this ramp is more difficult 
than any previous challenge prior to so much renewable juice in the mix.  It is steeper than 
anything experienced when the grid served air conditioning heat wave peaks.

When steep ramping upward along the duck’s neck present grid maintenance challenges, they 
must be met with more “spinning reserve” generation resources (all of them fossil-based).  This 
illustrates the conundrum of renewables causing more new power plants, sooner, because 
plants that can’t ramp will waste energy in their constant readiness for the coming ramp period.  
Building more fossil-based power plants is not popular or cheap, so what can be done to 
mitigate the duck curve so that renewables can continue to meet higher RPS’s in the future?  
The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) has identified ten strategies in their January, 2014 
publication of Teaching the “Duck” to Fly, by Jim Lazar.  The paper contains ten strategies to 
align electric loads to available generation resources.  They would reduce the grid impact of 
additional renewable generation beyond what is sought for 2020.

Some of these are not new, but all will require new policy choices that will alter the regulatory 
environment.  Coordination will be key, particularly as these are measured during 
implementation.  Here is a quick list of abbreviated definitions to provide some explanation.  
They are condensed here from RAP’s paper by Lazar:

1.  Targeted energy efficiency—  Another round of lighting conversion to improved LEDs in 
commercial and residential applications will lower power consumption and heat loading that 
will reduce air conditioning during the ramp period.

2.   Orient solar panels—  Due south is the preferred maximum capture orientation but west 
facing solar would delay the start and extend the finish of collection into the ramp period.

3.  Use solar thermal with storage—  In both commercial and residential applications, put 
more heated liquids gained in daytime into ramp and other period uses.  In deserts, thermally 
driven generation like this would extend more electric generation into the ramp period.

4.  Manage electric water heat—  All electric water heaters should be timer-controlled or 
controlled externally by signal to heat during renewable generation and remain off during the 
ramp period.

5.  Require new large air conditioners to include storage—  Five ton (and above) air 
conditioning units would have a two-hour minimum of thermal storage in the form of ice or 
chilled water.  Creating this reserve at night would further balance grid loads.
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6.  Retire older, inflexible power plants—  Plants that cannot ramp-up quickly and have to 
stay operating at 20% capacity as “spinning reserve” could be replaced with quicker 
response units that don’t run constantly.

7.  Concentrate demand charges into “ramping” hours—  Commercial and industrial 
customers have been under demand charges for decades, but with the duck curve 
phenomenon of higher renewable electricity, their demand charges need to be designed in 
connection with the ramping period.

8.  Deploy energy storage in targeted locations—  Batteries can store renewable energy 
close-in to points of demand and at strategic points along high voltage transmission lines.  
Pumped storage, mechanical flywheels, and compressed air are also potential technologies.  
The growing number of electric vehicles could be charge/price induced to avoid the ramping 
period and to charge at other times.

9.  Implement aggressive demand response programs—  Several previous strategies 
have covered this option but additional voluntary and automatically controlled reductions in 
electrical demand in all electric user categories (including residential) would be cost effective.

10.  Use of inter-regional exchanges of electrical power—   No large electric transmission 
region is guaranteed to have high use 
peaks due to summer air conditioning in 
heat waves at the same time as 
neighboring regional grids.  The 
renewable electric generation peak 
period is also delayed or advanced, 
depending on the region of the country.  
Heavy (undesirable) generation can be 
shared and high use loads can be 
supplanted between regional grids.

Here is the 
original duck 
c u r v e ( t o p ) 
w i t h t h e 
e x p e c t e d 
r e s u l t o f 
implementing 
all ten of the 
a b o v e 
s t r a t e g i e s 
( b o t t o m ) t o 

accommodate 
increased RPS of 
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renewable generation beyond 33% by the year 2020.

What is clear by the challenges presented by the Duck Curve is that this paper’s previous 
arguments for a concise definition of Zero Net Energy without inclusion of the terms Time 
Dependent Valuation and Energy Utilization Intensity are only narrowly correct.  The Duck 
Curve represents a tangible risk to the electric grid by introducing larger fractions of renewable 
electricity to the grid outside of ramping loads.  A number of things will have to be done to blunt 
the negative consequences of this—again, a serious policy and regulatory challenge.

But my non-TDV and non-EUI argument for exclusion from a ZNE definition retains validity in 
that codes and standards rolled out to cause the market to build all ZNE homes by the year 
2020 must be free of any extraneous issues that this market is not in a position to itself control 
or solve on its own.  Policies, regulations, and electric tariffs set by competent agents and 
agencies will set the parameters that will drive the housing and building markets to respond.  
When those markets do, it will be a hard-nosed response in their best interest to long-term 
clarity of regulations.  Therefore, any conflicts and/or policy confusion about ZNE and GHG 
goals must be eliminated.

At the moment, the California Energy Commission continues to promote the use of natural gas 
for thermal loads as Title-24 compliant.  This stance would seem to be in direct conflict with AB 
32‘s call for reducing California’s GHGs to 1990 levels by 2020, which was defended by voters 
in 2010 by their rejection of Prop. 23 that would have abrogated AB 32 for an indefinite period 
of time.  

That campaign was long ago reported with its major donations coming from three out-of-state 
energy companies, Valero, Tesoro, and Flint Hills.   Recently, the continued attempt to 25

undermine AB 32’s roll-out was exposed in an NRDC (Natural Resources Defense Council) 
article  covering the continued activities of the Western States Petroleum Council’s 15 front 26

groups featuring names purporting to reflect independent citizen action (while being 
coordinated from a centralized funding source) to undermine AB 32 and the Air Resources 
Board’s implementation of it, such as the Cap & Trade mechanism’s inclusion of transportation 
fuels scheduled for 1/1/15.  Because of such well-funded outside efforts to subvert California’s 
goals, we not only face a regulatory challenge to implement available and developing 
technology for ZNE and AB 32, but a continuing political battle royal.

Our soldiers in this struggle are those officials who intend to honor and implement ZNE and AB 
32, and our general public and business community.  We need policies and regulatory actions 
that are as clear to them as the Frank Capra series Why We Fight, was to troops and the 
American public in the early 1940s, explaining why we entered World War II.27

The fossil-based sources of dirty electrons in our grid still have the wind at their back, as 
evidenced by the subsidies that they enjoy compared to the renewable energy industry.  The 

 http://ballotpedia.org/California_Proposition_23,_the_Suspension_of_AB_32_(2010)25

 http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2014/12/leaked-internal-presentation-details-the-oil-26

industrys-campaign-to-stop-clean-energy?cmpid=StorageNL-Thursday-December4-2014

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mm3GsSWKyso27
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pie chart below illustrates how thin the green wedge is, representing subsidies to the 
renewable energy industry.  This disproportionate ratio of fossil support-to-renewable-support 
in the form of direct grants was drowned out in part by the successful flogging of the Solyndra 
federal loan guarantee story that was a non-stop centerpiece of the 2012 presidential 
campaign.  [The woes of Solyndra originated in Fremont, CA with their attempt to build a solar 
collection device with greater electricity production per square foot than the standard silicone 
panel cell.  They were unsuccessful, defaulted on their loan, and standard solar panels have 
come down sharply in price, continuing to the present day.  Charges that Solyndra’s investors 
were primarily interested as a “tax dodge” were ruled invalid in U.S. Bankruptcy Court on 
10/22/12, but that didn’t change the case’s use for the remainder of the 2012 presidential 
election campaign.]

LONG-TERM EFFORTS TO ESCAPE CARBON IN CALIFORNIA
A research report published by the Stanford University Woods Institute For The Environment in 
mid-2014  charted an expanded path to the year 2050 that is orders of magnitude greater 28

than what’s called for in AB 32.  Expanded energy efficiency, greater renewable electricity, and 
eliminating the already growing costs of climate change in health, damaged infrastructure, and 
pollution are major features of the study.

The recommended path is referred to as WWS, standing for wind, water, and solar resources.  
In the main, the report recommends moving toward an all-electric, nearly carbon-free economy 
with a mix of renewable solar and thermal resources, and the electrolysis-based generation of 
hydrogen for internal combustion engines and fuel cells.  It incorporates offshore and onshore 
wind resources and tidal forms of energy generation into a renewable portfolio that expands on 
distributed solar, commercial solar photovoltaic, concentrated solar power (with fluid storage 

 Jacobson MZ, et al., A roadmap for repowering California for all purposes with wind, water, and sunlight, 28

Energy (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.energy.2014.06.099
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that is capable of exporting power prior to and after the natural insolation day) and expanded 
commercial (hot rock) geothermal generation.

The Stanford study clearly shows that expected retail costs for electricity in a WWS model are 
attractive.  Its Table 3 claims that WWS annualized costs for its infrastructure go down by 
nearly 50% by the year 2030, while those for conventional infrastructure would rise by 25%.  
Free fuel for all renewable technologies make this cost differential possible.  On page 9, the 
study estimates that the health savings costs (just for Californians for 11 years) would equal 
the cost for the entire WWS system’s generating facilities.  Add-in the worldwide reduced 
health costs to the calculation (for just this California-based plan) and the 11 years becomes 
seven years.

I am pleased to see that ground source and air source heat pumps are the Stanford study’s 
recommended means for moving thermal energy to and from buildings, powered by renewable 
electricity.  Solar hot water also regains its former luster in this study as a key technology in 
both the residential and commercial new and retrofit markets.

California’s future as seen under a WWS strategy by the Stanford Woods Institute Study

�
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The needed changes in energy policy strategy adequate to accomplish such a dramatic 
transition by 2050 are immense.  The building blocks of AB 32, Title-24, and California’s RPS 
structure are already here.  What remains necessary is to foster the political will to follow 
through and accelerate what has already been happening on a slower track for 40 years.

California is falling behind if its historical energy reputation is any measure.  I emphasize this 
slippage while considering the likelihood of carbonless ZNE homes by 2020.  In the policy 
area, here is a snapshot of the present:

•  Three eastern states have incorporated renewable thermal credits into their statutes, thus 
incentivizing their utilities to assist with solar thermal and geothermal heat pump 
deployment in exchange for RPS credit.  To date, California regulators have shown no 
interest in approaching or matching this incentive, focusing only on renewable electricity 
generation while ignoring the avoidance of the need for it [Negatherms] (which is a 
departure from the principle of energy efficiency).

•  Regulation of geothermal boreholes and other ground loop technologies (outside of 
California) have been settled for years, resulting in modest permitting costs.  This 
simplifies and reduces the cost of installations and retrofits.

•  California’s geothermal boreholes have suffered by a 14-year DWR (Department of Water 
Resources) draft regulation that classifies grouted, geothermal boreholes (GGBHs) as 
water wells.  The state’s 58 county jurisdictions have displayed wide variations in their 
tolerance of GGBHs, and their permit and inspection costs.  There is also talk of more 
stringently regulating shallow, horizontal heat exchange loops within the final 
regulations.  When pressed, their staff authors for these restrictive future regulations 
admit they don’t have scientifically proven evidence that GGBHs cross-contaminate 
water aquifers—they simply say that being more restrictive makes them more 
comfortable.  Though it’s not a DWR responsibility, it was revealed early in 2015 that the 
fracking industry in southern California had disposed of fracking wastewater by 2,500 
(unregulated) injection wells, thousands of feet deep.  Where’s the balance here?

•  The term ZNE does not yet enjoy an anchored definition in California.  Policy organizations 
and state regulators seem to be willing to recognize zero annual net electricity use as 
meeting the definition.  This will neither satisfy the AB 32 or the Stanford study’s 
timetable for 2020 and 2050.  It tolerates continued carbon as an acceptable “energy” 
strategy.  I smell the fossil industry here.

• PACE (Property Assessed Clean Energy) financing (which was used to boost the rate of 
geothermal heat pump deployment in California) is still recovering from severe injury by 
FHFA’s (Federal Housing Finance Agency) refusal to re-finance properties with existing 
PACE financing through local property taxes.  The U.S. 9th circuit court of appeals ruled 
in March of 2013 that FHFA had the authority for that prohibition.

•  Green financing for retrofits, energy efficient mortgages, or combinations of those are not yet 
developed which would provide homeowner financial support, even considering lower 
future utility billings.  Too often, conventional financing ratios and limits apply.
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A CALIFORNIA PROGRAM FOR REAL-ZNE
As an advocate representing the geothermal heat pump industry and the needs of builders, 
regulators, legislators, and citizens, I take the promise of AB 32 to fight climate change 
seriously.  We can have have cleaner air with less damage from climate change—but only if 
we get busy to replace carbon combustion with something else.  Capturing renewable thermal 
energy using renewable electricity instead of by carbon combustion will start the progress.

The effort to establish single family and other forms of residential housing with zero net 
(annual) energy consumption on the property is not like chasing nuclear fusion to produce 
electricity, or even a manned, round-trip mission to Mars.  The necessary tools are available, 
ready to go.  As long as net metering remains viable, we only need the political will, the correct 
regulations, appropriate codes and standards, and greater flexibility in financing to accomplish 
this goal.

The only practical and mature technology for making renewable electricity right now at the 
residential level is solar photovoltaics.  The use of solar thermal collection is proven for 
domestic hot water production.  And heat pumps, as an electrically-driven thermal transfer 
technology of renewables, have long been recognized as an environmentally benign HVAC 
system.

California may go beyond its RPS target of 33% renewable electricity after 2020, and pending 
legislation is pointing that way.  Such an effort would automatically result in part because of the 
push for all-residential ZNE on a parallel timetable.  If state policy swings more toward the 
recommendation of the Stanford Woods Institute Study (featured separately in this paper) then 
total renewable electricity is the likely outcome.  The electric energy used to power geothermal 
heat pumps would be well-spent—a device efficiently moving, and retrieving thermal energy 
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while powered by renewable electricity.  There would be no residential carbon contribution, and 
a chance to reach all of AB 32’s goals.

GHPs provide Negatherms of capacity for the grid, represented by diverting unwanted summer 
heat from inside buildings to their hot water needs, with the excess going into the ground for a 
bit of flywheel effect to enlarge next winter’s thermal resource.  In urban landscapes, this 
removes the “heat island” effect of conventional air conditioning’s increase and/or lengthening 
the period of higher temperatures around the outside of buildings—further reducing the cooling 
loads for all within the “neighborhood.”

In commercial applications where cooling is done with chilled water and interior fan coils, the 
need for cooling towers’ use of thousands of gallons of water for cooling tower evaporation can 
be seriously reduced, or eliminated.  Therefore, concerns about drought can be reduced, and 
again, this summer’s unwanted interior heat can partially return as next winter’s welcome heat.

The reduced dependence on cooling tower mechanical components is possible by the 
conduction-based heat exchange underground in GHPs ground loop piping.  That simple 
thermal exchange using ground loop pipe saves above-ground space while halting the need 
for physical infrastructure and the chemicals produced and transported to maintain it.
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CONCLUSION
California has laid down a remarkable record in the energy business over the past four 
decades.  Remarkable by our nation-leading establishment of codes and standards for 
buildings, appliances, and mechanical equipment that have saved our residents billions in 
costs while keeping our per capita electricity use flat.  We have grown markedly in population 
and still, the rest of the U.S. has increased its consumption by 50% per capita over the same 
period.  One would think this success is an unbroken series of smart steps, but that’s not true.  
We’ve had at least one spectacular failure that is too quickly being forgotten.

After a media blitz and a campaign by investor interests that offered a fool’s choice dressed in 
trendy ideology—our Legislature unanimously passed electricity de-regulation and it was 
signed into law by governor Pete Wilson in 1996.  When the dust settled a few years later, 
California suffered rolling brownouts, two major electric utilities sought bankruptcy, prices 
moved markedly higher, and the state’s deficit of over nine billion dollars to keep the lights on 
became the start of a years-long structural, state budget deficit in the multi-billions.

Only later was it discovered that Enron, Dynegy, and Reliant Energy had purposely set upon 
California’s electricity suppliers with games all designed to raise wholesale spot rates for 
power and disrupt the entire state’s economy.  Wall Street had swooped in to feed on the 
carcass of our formerly stable, regulated (and boring?) utility markets.  Ultimately, California 
Attorney General Bill Lockyer recovered $3.25 billion from the remains of the three holding 
companies, but approximately six billion was lost for good.

How the Center For Responsive Politics Saw It —29

“…The story is much different in California, which in 1996 became one of the first 
states to enact an electricity restructuring plan. Not long after the plan went into effect, 
price increases began to whittle away public support for deregulation in the Golden 
State. Just two years after deregulation was enacted, California consumer groups 
succeeded in putting on the ballot an initiative that would have thrown out the state’s 
deregulation plan. The measure failed. Criticism of deregulation intensified in the 
summer of 2000, when limited power supplies and increasing demand caused the 
wholesale price of power to soar throughout the state. In San Diego, where the retail 
price of power fluctuates directly with the wholesale market, electric bills doubled. The 
problem grew markedly worse in the winter of 2000/01, as the state's electric utilities 
faced a financial crisis and consumers were met with electricity shortages and 
skyrocketing prices.”

The public has a short memory, and outside interests have been working hard to thwart 
California’s attempt to leave greenhouse gas pollution behind.  The fear appeals of the second 
half of 2014 were made in an attempt to cause C.A.R.B. (The California Air Resources Board) 
to delay or abandon their schedule to place transportation fuels under the already operational 
Cap & Trade program.  Fears were stoked to cause worry that gasoline pump prices would rise 
by up to 30-40¢ per gallon.  Instead, CARB is proceeding, and gas prices have sunk to near 
historical lows in December.  Yet, the public is still influenced by such appeals.

 https://www.opensecrets.org/news/issues/electricity/29
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I will not soon forget the suspect influences that caused state government to approve electric 
de-regulation so quickly with so little public engagement.  In part, this is because everyone’s 
monthly utility bill displays a reminder.  Mine is shown below:

While 12¢ of this bill was assessed elsewhere as the regular charge that supports the 
operation of the California Energy Commission, $3.82 of this bill was assessed to pay for the 
billions the state had to borrow to keep the lights on in 2001.  This money was vacuumed up 
by Enron’s “big fish” investors in it and the other two aforementioned energy trading companies 
when they (mostly) sold all their holdings at stratospheric profits just before Enron’s implosion 
in October, 2001.  Like the Savings and Loan scandal of 1985 and the lending-fraud recession 

of 2008, this was a case where the 
general public and working stiff 
investors lost their shirts.  All three 
cases feature the phenomenon of de-
regulation prior to the swindling.

Why is all of this worth remembering?  
B e c a u s e w h e n y o u m o v e t o 
renewable electric and thermal 
resources, any attempt by others to 
yank your chain no longer poses a 
manipulation opportunity.  It’s also 
part icular ly t rue when homes, 
commercial buildings, and factories 
approach or achieve Zero Net Energy 
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on-site.  In a ZNE future we will become ever-more dependent upon the electric grid, and, as 
mentioned earlier in this paper, we’ll need to take special care to manage peak time generation 
as well as peak time consumption.  But the payoff will be worth it.

We have a choice before us.  Either we continue with the carbon dependent economy that has 
seen massive exports  of finished fuels from U.S. refineries (in 2011), or we look inward to 30

what we’ve always had available—renewable resources in abundance that only need tapping 
to provide us with a perpetual supply.

The shallow earth is a thermal battery that is replenished each year.  We can pull heat from 
and reject heat to this renewable underground resource without adding combusted products to 
the atmosphere or importing carbon from elsewhere.  In an ever-cleaner electron economy we 

can choose to do our share to add solar 
electricity to the grid from our roofs and 
grounds, and to utilize the most efficient 
mechanical equipment to concentrate 
and move thermal loads on our building 
sites.  Increasingly renewable electric 
power will provide the means to run 
geothermal heat pumps all year long, and 
much of that power will come from ZNE 
buildings.

What will it take to reach the full potential 
to build a greener and renewable future?  
These are the steps that could help make 
the difference:

• Robust cooperation of state agencies to implement 2012‘s AB 2339 to remove barriers to 
GHP deployment across the state.

• California Energy Commission incorporation of ACM (Alternate Compliance Measures) to 
incorporate GHPs into Title-24 Building Regulations, while removing natural gas.

• Clear delineation from CARB, CEC, and CPUC that in light of AB 32’s goals, ZNE means 
carbonless buildings for ZNE compliance to new building regulations.

• Completion of grouted geothermal borehole regulations by DWR without unnecessary 
grout spacing requirements or references to geo bores as water wells.

• Legislation to establish an RTS (renewable thermal standard) that would allow gas 
utilities to gain credits for incorporating GHPs and solar thermal installations in their 
service territories as ground loops, similar to statutes in MD, NH, MA, and NM.

 http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/money/industries/energy/story/2011-12-31/united-states-export/52298812/130
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•  Funding for a subdivision-scale single family and multi-residential demonstration project 
(with monitoring) of ZNE, with pre-installed geo boreholes and solar PV on the roofs.

• A new electric utility tariff that recognizes GHPs lower demand operation and load factor 
contribution to grid operation.

• Permanent extension of the current Federal Tax Credits for renewable energy systems.

• A proportional carve-out of CARB’s Cap & Trade revenue stream to begin retrofitting 
larger state buildings with GHPs, toward ZNE.  Work to begin first on the state 
capitol.

=============================================

Bill Martin self-studied residential energy conservation and built his first heat pump-
equipped home in the mid-70s.  By 1980, he had promoted energy conservation for two 
years in Plumas, Lassen, and Sierra counties on a grant from the California Energy 
Commission and four regional electric utilities.  He was certified by the California 
Energy Commission in 1981 to train energy auditors and began selling and installing 
solar thermal systems.  He developed related course offerings at Feather River College 
and trained contractors in Title-24 content, statewide.  Efficiency in residential energy 
design is his passion; ground source heat pumps are his favorite technology, and his 
current house was built based on both.  He is an IGSHPA-Certified Ground Source Heat 
Pump Installer and currently serves as a director of CaliforniaGeo, the advocacy and 
promotion organization working to deploy more geothermal heat pumps in California 
buildings. 

http://www.martinenergetics.com/index.html
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